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Editorial 

Welcome all, to the first newsletter in quite a while. When the request to reinstate the newsletter 

went out, and I agreed to produce it I toddled off and perused a number of previous issues to get a 

feel for what had been typically included.                              

Well; since the last newsletter much has changed in the way CCC communicates; in particular the 

advent of the forum and the regularity of e-mail updates now going out to advertise events, jobs 

that need doing, etc. With these new mediums of communication offering real time updates, I see 

the newsletter as now offering a collection of observations, stories, humour etc, and it would be 

great to see some coach/technique type articles sent to us as well.  However it is your newsletter so 

please let me know the sort of things you would like to see in future issues. 

I will be assisted in my task of producing newsletter by Martin ‘shark boy’ Stanfield who will kindly 

proof read as I am truly atrocious at that sort of thing.  It would however be fair to point out that 

Martin has exams so I haven’t run this issue by him so all typos etc are attributable to my good self 

☺ The newsletter is to be Bi-monthly, the next issue will be just in time for Christmas. Please submit 

any articles etc., by the 12
th

 December for inclusion in the Christmas issue. 

editor@clevedoncanoeclub.org.uk  

Ian Reinge 

 

This is me!  
 An intro to the  

 Editor            

 Ian Reinge 

 

For those of you who don’t know or have only met me briefly. I can be seen at the lake and in more 

recent sea trip photos zipping around in the bright yellow Sea Kayak with the black union jack on the 

front have no hair and sport a rapidly expanding waistline which requires immediate attention � 

The pictures above, of my baldness and the aforementioned boat may help you make the 

connection. 

As many of you know I am actually very new to the club having only joined in the spring. As many of 

you also know my interest is in Sea Paddling. Many will not realise however that I also come from a 

20 year long white water background and have come full circle in my Paddling. 

I started out Sea kayaking in 1975 at Seven years old in a 14 ft  wooden sea kayak built for me by my 

father and was enticed into white water in 1984 (yes, I remember the days of ‘Dancers’ and when 



‘Rotobats’ were considered to be a wickedly short play boat ..ha...ha...ha ☺ .) There I remained  until 

a few years ago when I broke my back and shoulder, nothing to do with kayaking I should add.  

I now find that the combination of white water and the zippy handling  characteristics of a short 

boat play havoc with my injuries but the slower techniques required to control a sea kayak even in 

tide races and surf I find forgiving, hence my renewed vigour for this side of the sport. 

Having been in many clubs over the years, talking to club members and reading through some of the 

articles in this issue I would venture to say, in the nicest way, that the club is still finding its feet; two 

years really is not that long in the bigger picture. Whilst there is a set paddling events calendar, the 

majority trips I have been on this summer have been largely organised by private individuals, and  if 

at an appropriate level announced to the club at large to join in if they wish,  and this of course is 

how virtually all clubs ultimately operate: A set paddle events calendar plus individuals with similar 

skills and interest also getting together to organise their own trips. 

 I choose to address this particular subject  as I have noticed that there is currently great deal of 

anguish surrounding the organisation of a trip that is not on the club calendar in case there are 

repercussions of ‘not inviting everyone’. I feel this is just a simple reflection the clubs relative infancy 

and an understandable desire from the membership to paddle as much as possible.  As the club 

grows in its own coaches, calendars and confidence the perception of clubs within clubs will 

naturally lessen. All I can say is I have seen this many times before; just stick with it, let the club grow 

and diversify and let it find its own unique direction, variety is after all the spice if life.  

In amongst all of this never ever forget Kayaking and canoeing is a risk sport and that with the widely 

differing abilities that clubs bring together some trips will always be totally unsafe for some and 

totally boring to others...you can’t please everyone all of the time..and if you try you’ll go mad(der?) 

My suggestion: A really strong paddle programme for 2009 with lots of variety and a blessing to 

individuals who wish to do trips with each other, and with similar skill levels, in between ‘official’ 

trips. 

Peace, love and chocolate cake ☺ 

Ian  

 

In this issue: 

 
Views: A view from above the water;  The Black Seagull 

 That Sinking Feeling 

Trip Reports:   Denny Island 

 The Dart Estuary 

And Finally:  News stories to make you smile Fire crews on hamster mission! 

 

This issue may seem a little overloaded with Sea kayak trips, so if anybody has any white water or 

other trips to write about for the next issue please let me have them. 



A view from above the water from  

 The Black Seagull!!  

 

Wey hey the summer has come and sort of gone, not that it made much of a difference – still rained 

most days I got down to the seafront. 

Since my last seagull spout off it appears that something’s have moved forward and not sure about 

the rest because I don’t see many of the 200+ members, especially those that were around the first 

year!! 

It looks like there are a whole load of newbie’s that have come in and passed their 1 star BCU’s so 

well done to them and a few have gone onto getting the 2 star award, again well done to them 

peeps as well. 

From an aerial view as well, looks like training has really hit off and lots and lots of people are getting 

in my way when I’m on the lake, just remember this – it’s my backyard and so have some respect for 

this overweight, old bird.!!  

But well done to those who are volunteering their time to help the members get to their first level. 

Just remember where you are now would not have been possible without the commitment of those 

before you!! The club started with nothing, one coach, plenty of eager people who then spent their 

time getting personally qualified so that they could then qualify as a coach and then teach the rest of 

the motley crew that travelled with Captain Pugwash. (Yes this old bird is old enough to remember 

kids programs from the 70’s) 

 But it still seems like there are different factions in the club, hey I could be wrong and it’s just salt in 

my eyes (it wouldn’t be anything else as you normally say that comes from me!) but it looks like on 

the surface that the club is starting to fragment – is this so or is my mind thinking like a Cadburys 

Flake – twisted and crumbly. There is a core of people that hold this club together and they need 

support and on a unified front. If you have any time on hand and want to help out then let a 

committee member know….the AGM is due up in November where there will be places on the 

committee available….it may be sad that I see or hear about friends stepping down but remember 

they have pulled the club from nothing to its current standing all over two years and so there is one 

victory roll from me above to thank those people, but your club needs you and so have a go at a 

position that may come up…..fresh blood is always needed as my friend the vampire would say. To 

those that are thinking of leaving the committee, if its work load then spread it around like the 

farmer does in Kenn and if it’s personality clashes then air them, just not my way as I have enough 

problems with hot rushes of air. 

I’m not going to go on this time as I sound like an old man recounting tales of the war times or tales 

of the unexpected and it’s also boring like that program that a few of the women have been talking 

about “Grumpy Old Men” or is that “Grumpy Old Women”??? 



That’s all from the Black Seagull and I look forward to seeing more of us mere water mortals on the 

Marine Lake, at a social event or even on a trip ☺ 

 

 

 

That Sinking feeling 

Guys and Girls, 

It seems like a lifetime since I last put pen to paper (well finger to key) In the name of journalism but 

here I am again in full affect and I hope with lots to say. 

In the few months since we last saw a newsletter,  much has happened in our club and it’s this I’ll 

share my thoughts with. 

Firstly we have all these new coaches to play with, WOW as a club you are really spoilt for choice 

now as I make it about 11 or 12 coaching assistants (Level one coach to you and I) which in real 

terms should mean that there should always be competent folks on the lake for the total newbie’s to 

stress out and more importantly make smile when they complete their first stern rudder or sweep 

stroke and make it look like they actually meant it. We all started paddling somewhere and nobody 

is born with the ability to Roll, skull, Brace or even paddle in a forward direction, most of us are 

taught it by a coach and some of us just learn it ourselves. 

For the most part I am the latter of the two and when I was taught anything of value It was by the 

most incredible paddler I have ever met, so in a way I am very lucky and privileged to work where I 

do (Dagger Europe) and know the people I know (twice world champion Paul Robinson) But this 

doesn’t set me apart from anyone else in the club as I have to learn every time I get in a boat I learn 

something new. 

Some of you know and some of you don’t know that I can’t do an Eskimo roll and I have been 

paddling for 5 years now but more importantly I don’t care that I can’t roll because I have worked so 

long and hard at core strokes That I have only swam 5 times in anger and I have paddled in some 

Crazy water and conditions, I am sure I will roll eventually when I actually try to learn it but until 

then I will keep doing what I do….Good edge control, strong bracing and LOTS of self belief without 

which you might as well hang up the old helmet and forget rolling anyway. Learn the paddle before 

you learn to roll because if you do the chance of needing to roll are cut in half. 

Clevedon canoe Club members forum, WOW, This has seen an explosion of competiveness and gang 

making the likes of which I haven’t seen in CCC until now, You have the loud and unashamed like 

myself then you have the voice of reason type like Curly and then you have the secret squirrels like 

porky chop and agitator. Hmmmm, who these are I don’t know but really would like to know but this 

is what makes the forum so much fun as opinions can be expressed and views can be aired without 

fear of reprisal or embarrassment. 



What we must remember and stick with is the sprit in which it was meant and not slip into petty 

backstabbing and silly insults. None of these have happened yet but I do use other forums and know 

where discussions can lead if not properly monitored. Keep it friendly people because we are all in 

the same club, I know some of us have different ideas of where the club should go but that is what 

makes a club interesting and exciting. 

Last but not least I would like to thank the handful of people who have shown an interest in WW 

river paddling and say that if you bear with me and Nigel and Tom you will experience some really 

great rivers in the coming winter, Once we get the training and feet finding part of it over with you 

won’t look back (because you’ll be excited to stop looking forward) 

Being located on the Bristol Channel it is very tempting to focus all your energy on sea kayaking But 

It is possible to do both without hurting the other ones feelings, If you see Nigel, Tom and I down by 

the pier when the sea is heaving and huge we are sea kayaking in general purpose boats but more 

importantly we are preparing ourselves for big rivers and huge rapids. Water is water so come on 

everyone open your eyes to The thrill and challenge that is WW and you can still keep one eye on 

the sea…..After all it is not going anywhere.   

Neil 

 

Denny Island  Ian Reinge 

A couple months back Mike, Chris and I took a trip way out into the Bristol Channel to Denny Island. 

That’s the small rock island you can see about six miles North East of Clevedon and about 2.5 miles 

of shore. Not a place I am afraid for the shorter boats 

This trip was a great example of the care, awareness and planning required if venturing away from 

the local coastline where tidal streams are weaker and boat traffic less frequent. The trip basically 

involved crossing the entire width of shipping channel then picking up the north flowing tide stream 

on the Welsh side. At just over six miles it would normally take about 2 hours to reach by sea kayak... 

we got there in under an hour! Chris used his GPS to monitor our speed once we picked up the full 

current; we were at one point doing 10 knots; we passed Denny Island at 7 knots without dipping a 

paddle in the water. (Most of the clubs short boats paddle at about 2-3 knots) 

Crossing the shipping channel required our full attention and a hard fast paddle – we had to plan and 

time a path between a container ship approaching Portbury and another one leaving Portbury, plus 

some private craft doing unpredictable stuff. 

Now this was one of those ‘private trips’  and given the  dangers, offshore distance and currents we 

kept the party small but we reaped some benefits for the club as a whole!...............There is a saying: 

‘Time spent in reconnaissance is never wasted’ How true. We landed for a second  lunch (don’t ask) 

at Portishead sailing club; the usual stop and turn point for the clubs favourite local paddle and we 

found out........the sailing club does bacon sandwiches and cups of tea etc., very cheap.......... and the 

CCC are welcome to land on their slipway and partake in above delicacies whenever the club is open. 

Suddenly I feel we should paddle up to Portishead very soon ☺   Ian 



The Dart Estuary Trip                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

By Martin ‘Shark boy’ Stanfield;  Photos by Ian Reinge 

 

Once upon a time in a land far away we went 

sea kayaking. Mike, Steve, Ian, Chris, Rob and I 

(Martin S) all set off early one Saturday 

morning down to a secluded beach just up 

from the river Dart. Despite several stops to 

refuel (mostly refuel ourselves!) and despite 

Mike almost putting Ian’s boat into a hedge on 

one of Devon’s narrow country lanes we 

eventually made it. As I’m sure you can see 

from the photo’s the beach was fantastic. We 

eagerly changed into our kayaking kit and 

headed down to the beach, where we 

launched into the huge scary (30 cm high!) 

surf. Although, Rob almost swum here as he 

tried to launch out through the waves without 

a deck on! After Rob had pumped his boat out 

we headed off. Barely five minutes in and we 

were all sweating heavily due to the sweltering 

heat. Steve was coming off the worst though 

having decided to wear full winter kit! 

After a while we ended up coming into the 

mouth of the Dart, slowly we entered the 

harbour. After a while of dodging boats coming the other way, and narrowly missing a chain ferry, we 

entered the main Dart River. Here, Chris decided it would be fun to paddle under a moored 

catamaran, however as he approached the boat and was just about to go under it he decided he 

wouldn’t fit (smirk smirk) 



Then, we paddled off down river. (Enter the killer seal), as we were paddling along Ian noticed 

something in the water. Closer inspection revealed it was a seal basking in the sun.  As we got closer 

it came up to us and rolled around! After a few minutes of watching it everyone bar Ian and I 

paddled off down river, while we tried to get a photo of the seal, however, as Ian and myself 

paddled off after the others, there was a bump on the back of my boat and a shout from Ian. Looking 



back at the stern of my boat I saw that the seal had its flippers wrapped around the underside of my 

boat and it was allowing itself to be towed along! At this precise time I thought the seal was going to 

eat me and then proceed to steal my boat, however after a few seconds it dived back beneath the 

surface! Thinking we had definitely seen the last of the seal we paddled off after the others once 

more, but a few strokes later the seal was back, being towed behind Ian’s boat! Not satisfied with 

being towed the seal then swam under Ian’s boat and rammed against it! The seal then proceeded 

to follow us upstream for a few hundred metres before diving back down beneath the surface. 

An hour or so later we were 

all getting pretty hungry so 

we decided to stop for 

lunch. A short while later we 

found a suitable island, the 

only problem was the 

massive sign saying 

“DANGER, POWER CABLES”; 

however, ever resourceful 

Ian solved this problem by 

hanging his spray deck on 

the sign. Then we ate lunch. 

After lunch there was 

uneventful forty minutes 

further paddle up river, 

that’s when we got lost. I 

know that’s hard on a river but hey we managed it, we learned next time it might be a good idea not 

to leave the maps in the car! As we paddled up to the rowing club, the take out point, we met 

another two seals! They followed us right up to the take out. What a fantastic trip! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                  Left or Right? 

*** Special thanks to Mark Stanfield (my dad) for running a shuttle, and to Chris Payne for 

organising the trip**8 

 



And Finally: 
 In the tradition of the best news bulletins, a story from the news that made me laugh: 

 

Fire crews on hamster mission 

Eight fire fighters were called in to help find an escaped hamster, it has been revealed. 

 

Two fire crews used a chocolate-covered camera and a vacuum cleaner to try and locate missing 

Fudgie at six-year-old Zoe’s home in Scotland. 

The girl's mother contacted the fire service after the pet disappeared down a hole in the kitchen 

floor. She had to reassure neighbours when two fire engines pulled up outside their house on 

Monday afternoon. 

 

Fire fighters dropped a Fibroscope mini-camera smeared with chocolate underneath the 

floorboards. They then tried to suck the rodent out using a vacuum cleaner with a sock over the 

nozzle. 

 

 

 

Thats all for this issue. Thats all for this issue. Thats all for this issue. Thats all for this issue.     

Don’t forget please submit articles to editor@clevedoncanoeclub.org.uk  by 12the Dec 


